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Robert Mayhew’s account of the intellectual life and legacy of Thomas Malthus (1766-1834) is a fascinating, erudite, and readable inter-disciplinary – indeed, multi-disciplinary – intellectual history that will appeal to geographers, economists, sociologists, development studies scholars, environmental activists, and political scientists, as well as historians. Malthus famously connected (finite) resources to (possibly infinite) population, arguing in his Essay on the Principle of Population (1798) that once population outstripped nature’s natural bounty, war, famine, and disease would act as “positive” checks. Malthus’s critics were legion, from the Romantics of the early nineteenth century to Marx (population crises were the result of capitalism) to today’s neo-conservative opponents of climate change. “Nature, then, is bountiful, not mean, and leads inevitably upward toward its creator, and not down into misery and penury” was how William Wordsworth (p. 77) put it. Poverty was not the product of nature but the result of constructed class-based (p. 88) “social arrangements,” ones that could be changed to allow those born with less to have more. Mayhew expertly and meticulously unpacks Malthus’s writings, arguing convincingly that these changed over time, seeing in Malthus a (p. 52) “profound and humane….perceptive and radical” political economist – in short, a sophisticated prophet for our age. Mayhew is very good not just at contextualising Malthus but in breaking down the binary divide separating Malthus and his enemies, in the process teasing out from Malthus’s work – and how we have understood him – so much that is of value then and now. Mayhew argues that there were two Malthusian “moments,” at the time of his life during the French Revolution and then after 1945, with Malthus as an éminence grise in the period in between. Malthus was not just a prism through which to measure historical change, he was also a proto environmental economist (p. 127): “a form of economics more insistently attuned to the environment, to the limits and opportunities the physical world presents to human societies, than any other that was forged in his own era or for many decades thereafter.” Malthus became in the nineteenth century a (p. 154) “truly global brand.”

Mayhew traces the history of post-Enlightenment Europe by way of an understanding of how people problematized population quality and quantity, taking the reader from the gentile life of “Parson” Malthus to eugenics, the world wars, racism, sterilization, and the Nazi death camps, all, as Mayhew argues, fed in some measure by perceived crises on population type and numbers. Thus, the Great War can be seen in Malthusian terms as a clash between population rich countries such as Germany and Austria-Hungary and ones with a deficit such as Great Britain and France. In this, rather like Nietzsche, the problem was the disciples not the prophet, ones who saw populations as liable to “degenerate,” the cause of all manner of government-sponsored pro-birth initiatives in the twentieth century, contra Malthus’s principle that population needed to be checked. This creates a useful, interesting theme that ties together the chapters in the middle part of the book. For the Italian fascists it was numero come forza – “strength in numbers.” Hitler – who read Malthus – saw the “solution” to population growth in terms of territorial expansion and the destruction of whole peoples, a “dismal demography” that was (p. 181) “the outcome of a desire to turn the putative tide of degeneration that had preoccupied the age, not its antithesis.” Mayhew makes similar observations about Churchill and his views on race and population. Indeed, many of Malthus’s earlier opponents also saw the solution to finite resources in territorial expansion beyond Europe, regardless of the local peoples present.

Mayhew pulls into his discussion, inter alios, J. M. Keynes, Anthony Burgess, Aldous and Julian Huxley, Charles Darwin and Sigmund Freud whose views on population energize a fascinating text. This culminates in the final chapters on Malthus’s second moment after 1945. It is here that the author tackles the difficult issue of a world growing to seven billion people fed by new ways of exploiting resources. Was Malthus wrong? Mayhew’s analysis is too subtle to answer this question head-on, instead laying out the debates between an increasingly active environmental movement that was Malthusian in tone versus sceptics – rather like the early Romantics – who saw in advanced capitalism the means to exploit nature to enable population growth. The problem now was population growth in parts of the developing world with population winters in parts of the developed world. More rather than fewer people were needed in many countries if they were to survive. These chapter may be of less interest to the historian but they show convincingly how through Malthus we can understand so much of the international history, political economy, environmental issues and intellectual trends of the modern era after the French Revolution.
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